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1 Introduction and clarification
Throughout the project period, Citizenergy has relied heavily on events to make its presence known.
This was true at the project’s launch and thereafter, but especially so in the project’s final year, as
the platform was then up and running. It was after the platform’s official launch in November 2015
that the consortium could finally take full advantage of the so-called “European Road Show” events
for promotion and stakeholder engagement.

1.1 Changes to the original event plan
As the nature of the project and of the Citizenergy platform and its main goals became clearer
throughout the project period, so did the consortium’s understanding of how best to make use of
events. This led to a few changes in the original schedule of events as well as originally planned local
focus – changes that were cleared directly with the Project Officer.
Whereas events were originally spread out throughout the project period, it was decided that it
made the most sense to focus on the period after the platform’s official launch. For this reason, the
amended deliverable got rid of strict time restrictions about which events should take place at what
point in the project.
A few decisions were also made to move towards a more international focus, seeing as how it is
international investors, fluent in the digital world and with a good comprehension of English to which
a platform like Citizenergy would most appeal. It was for this reason that the platform language was
changed to English (we wouldn’t have been able to offer financial information in all the other
languages anyway) and that events on an international level were deemed more appealing than
strictly regional events. Where the events take place and via which partner becomes less relevant
with international events, so the deliverable was also simplified in this sense: the ideas to have
smaller, regional events taking place in particular were dropped in favour of a more international
approach.
Finally, as the idea behind Road Show events was that they should be simple, low cost and easily
organised, the consortium agreed that there was little added value in planning own events as
opposed to actively participating in other events with a presentation, a stand, or otherwise. In this
way, we could get much more mileage out of the budget we had.
The original planning called for partners to “promote local events” and “participate regional and
national events” adding to a total of 24 events organised on behalf of Citizenergy by consortium
members (D6.5 before the contract amendment) and 12 in which partners participate plus an
additional 3 EU level events participated in by consortium members (D6.6 before the contract
amendment). More specifically, it dictated the following:
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• Promotion and participation in 12 events during the validation stage was planned, with 2 per
RES promoter country (UK, DE, FR, ES, NL, PT)
• Promotion and participation in 12 events during the pilot project implementation stage was
planned, with 2 per RES promoter country (UK, DE, FR, ES, NL, PT)
• 12 in countries outside the RES promoter countries
• 1 national event per partner (total of 14)
• 3 EU events in the consortium
With the Project Officer’s approval, these somewhat deliverables that no longer suited the project
goals were simplified and merged into one overarching event deliverable:
40 dissemination events with active participation of consortium members
It is to this amended deliverable that the present report refers.

2 Overview of activities
Perhaps second only to online activities and social media, events have played a key factor in
spreading the word on Citizenergy. Partners certainly presented Citizenergy and participated in many
more events than those described below and in Appendix 1 – this report, however, is limited to
events for which at least an event report and photo was submitted.

2.1 Timing of events
Event participation amongst consortium members exploded after the official launch of the online
platform in November 2015. While project partners actively participated in 16 events during the first
20 months of the project, they participated in at least 32 in the following 14 months. This distribution
of events was strategic and makes tactical sense, as it was after November 2015 that the consortium
really had something to show interested audiences.

2.2 Geographical distribution and internationality
All told, events featuring Citizenergy took place in 11 European countries with one international
event each in the USA and Morocco (COP22). The majority of these events were held in Portugal (5),
Croatia (6), Belgium (9) and France (11); other events were held in Ireland (1), the Czech Republic (1),
the UK (2), Germany (1), Spain (4), Austria (4) and Italy (2). True to the shifted event strategy, most of
these events were of an international nature and held in English, as these events were more likely to
attract a target group interested in engaging with Citizenergy. A total of 29 events were of a
European or international nature (as opposed to the original goal of being involved in 3 international
events) while 12 events were of a national nature and 7 were regional.

2.3 Active participation
Reflective of the shifted emphasis towards active participation in other’s events in the second half of
the project, about 68% of events were organised by external hosts, 32 in total. Most event activity
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was in the form of presentations and/or panel discussions; often more than one partner participated,
which was important to show the breadth of projects and platforms covered by Citizenergy. As most
events relied on mixed formats, categorisation of all events by type is somewhat difficult but at least
one webinar as well as several stands/exhibitions, project excursions, stakeholder meetings,
workshops or academies were also held.

2.4 Selected event highlights
An overview of activities carried out thus far in table form can be seen in Appendix 1; detailed event
reports and photos are available for each event upon request. Some highlights and photos of the
various events held in the last year and a half follow here:
Zargreb Crowdfunding Academy
17 – 18 September 2015, Zargreb Croatia
Main Partner responsible: UNDP
The Zargreb Crowdfunding Academy served as
meeting place for hundreds of young professionals,
interested in getting started with crowdfunding
campaigns of their own or new crowdfunding startups. As such, it was both an ideal outreach event
for future Citizenergy platforms and projects. The
event also served and important role in terms of awareness raising for the role of sustainable energy
in crowdfunding and the possibility to invest in sustainable energy projects. Citizenergy was featured
prominently over the in the conference programme with its own panel on “Crowdfunding for
Renewable energy” with the participation of Climate Alliance, Boa Energia, University of Santiago de
Compostela and the Green Energy Cooperative of Croatia (now a Citizenergy featured platform).
Recrowdfunding Conference
5 November 2015, London, UK
Main partner responsible: Boa Energia
Citizenergy’s debut as an online platform took place at the
Recrowdfunding Conference in London in Novmeber 2015.
There, Boa Energia explained the significance of this new
platform to an audience of key stakeholders from across the
crowdfunding world. It seems the audience got the message
– in the words of Martin Baart, Co-Founder of Ecoligo,
“Citizenergy is not another crowdfunding platform, but
actually a platform that wants to help the sector succeed.”
As a result of the event, five new crowdfunding platforms
signed up to be featured on Citizenergy.
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Moulin de Courteron Construction site visit

16 April 2016, Courteron (Aube), France
Main partner responsible: Lumo
Organised by Lumo, this local event aimed to raise interest in
a hydro power project that was to be partially funded by the
crowd. The project, which was the first hydro crowdfunding
project in France and was featured on Citizenergy, attracted
members of the public, municipal officials and renewable
energy developers interested in investment or developing
and crowdfunding similar projects of their own. Citizenergy
was presented during the visit, which received local and
national TV coverage.
Coverage on FR3 (regional TV) | Covereage on TF1 (national TV)
Empowering the public: Participative financing for the
energy revolution

27 September 2016, Nantes, France
Main partner responsible: Climate Alliance, Green Crowding
Climate Alliance organised a special session, later moderated
by Green Crowding, during the Climate Change Climate
Actors World Summit in Nante, France. Entitled Empowering
the public: Participative financing for the energy revolution,
the session involved Lumo as well French royalty fundraiser
We Do Good, which, as a result of this session, became a
featured platform on Citizenergy. The 90 minute session
introduced Citizenergy and gave insight into the untapped
potential of community power to finance the energy
revolution on the basis of renewable energies and energy
efficiency. Examples from crowdfunding, micro-finance, and energy cooperatives showed how
members of the public and local authorities alike can take advantage of innovative financing models
for the benefit of the climate.
The power of participatory financing

7 October 2016, Krems, Austria
Main partner responsible: Climate Alliance
This workshop investigated good practice
examples of financing for the people and
by the people, examining how local
authorities exploit such mechanisms to
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build support and intensify investment in the field of climate and energy. Via examples from ESCO
financing, crowdfunding, cooperatives and community bonds, the speakers showed how residents
and local businesses can be directly involved in financing, which in turn can bring increased public
support for local action on climate change. The session was moderated by Climate Alliance with a
presentation on Citizenergy and particular municipal examples visible on the platform via Boa
Energia.
REFIP 5.0 - 5th Annual Renewable Energy
Finance in Practice Forum

20 - 21 October 2016, Vienna, Austria
Main partner responsible: Green Crowding
Green Crowding, representing Citizenergy,
held a session on pan-European citizen
participation in renewable finance and was
also part of a panel discussion focussing
on alternative financing solutions. The sessions were well-visited and it became clear that for the
many project developers in the audience that Citizenergy provides a few important advantages in
that it is one website where they can search for similar projects on existing crowdfunding websites
by country and technology. Large banks and fund managers, too, were interested to learn about
crowdfunding as a potential partner for future projects. Discussions with three project developers
looking into crowdfunding as an alternative resulted.
COP22 Side Event: Financing the Paris
Agreement
11 November 2016, Marrakech, Morocco
Main partner responsible: UNDP Croatia
Citizenergy
was
selected
among
thousands of initiatives to be present in
22nd Climate Summit in Marrakech. It was
a true honour to be present in such event
and an amazing opportunity. During a 90
minute session, project partners UNDP,
Boa Energia and Green Crowding teamed
up with DNA Uganda and Citizenergy
featured platform Trine to delve into the topic of a citizen-led green energy transition, which is
increasingly being seen in the developing world. The session asked how alternative financing and
crowdfunding in particular could help finance the goals of the Paris Agreement. Citizenergy was
presented as a part of the solution supporting the financing of sustainable growth in developing
countries. The event provided an excellent opportunity to attract more users, platforms and projects
to the website.
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ENGAGING CITIZENS IN SUSTAINABLE
ENEGERY - Successful examples from
across Europe
1 February 2017, Brussels, Belgium
Main partner responsible: Active

Perhaps one of the most important events
took place at the European Parliament on
1 February 2017, where the winner of the
Citizenergy 2016 Project of the Year
Award was officially announced. The event, kindly hosted by MEP Dario Tamburrano, Member of the
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy, was entitled ENGAGING CITIZENS IN SUSTAINABLE
ENEGERY - Successful examples from across Europe and featured examples of community-based
funding via crowdfunding and energy cooperatives as well as input from DG Energy, the National
Energy Ombudsman Network and of course, various Citizenergy partners. The event did not only
provide a perfect opportunity to celebrate the winner of the Citizenergy 2016 Project of the Year
Award, was a chance to present Citizenergy’s good practice examples, outcomes and policy
recommendations to MEPs and other key decision makers.

3 Indicators
This section gives a brief overview of project success indicators that are related to event activities.
Indicators related to other communication and dissemination activities as well as social media, key
opinion leaders and awards are not included here as they are covered in other reports. As explained
in section 1, important changes to the event deliverables and indicators were made as per the
contract amendment. This section refers to the amended success indicators.
Indicator:

Active participation of consortium members promoting Citizenergy in at least 40
relevant events

Result:

Over the entire project period, consortium members reported a total of 48 events

Each of the 48 events has been verified with at least one photo and an event report. Agendas,
participants lists, presentations and other materials are available for many of the events reported.
This is due to external factors, for example, the fact that PowerPoint presentations were not always
given in the case of stands, panel discussions and speeches, and that it was difficult to get
participants lists for events that the consortium itself did not organise.

Indicator:

At least 5000 citizens are directly informed about Citizenergy in event participation
in events with a total attendance of 15000 citizens and/companies
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Result:

More than 4965 citizens directly informed about Citizenergy in event participation
in events with a total attendance of AT LEAST 28,953

It is important to notethat reaching this indicator was difficult to ascertain. Numbers were at times
missing from events and often were simply estimated as participants lists were rarely available from
external event hosts and official attendance numbers were typically not given out. The lack of data is
of course understandable for events that the consortium did not, itself, organise. When participants
lists were available, it could not be ensured that these were signed by all attendees.
Another challenge was the division of event participation numbers into “citizens directly informed”
and “total event attendance”. This division certainly makes sense for very large events such as COP22
but less so for smaller events can become confusing. There are also various levels of outreach – when
Citizenergy is in a programme seen by thousands, this is can of course also be considered a way of
“directly informing” citizens that is not reflected in the “citizens directly informed” part of this
indicator.
Finally, the numbers fulfillment of these indicators spread over 40 events would require each
workshop, seminar, etc. to have an average of 125 participants at events with an average of 375 total
participants. For a project like Citizenergy, participating only in events this size is a challenge.
Despite challenges with this particular set of indicators, though, it is clear that the consortium was
very active in a wide variety of events, especially in the project’s last year and a half. Overall, the
team’s achievement in this area can be considered a success.

4 Conclusion
Citizenergy partners have been extremely active in communicating the project and platform
throughout various events throughout Europe and beyond. European-wide events formed a
previously unexpected staple of the project communication work, which is fitting due to the
platform’s international character. This will likely remain so into Citizenergy’s future.
In the face of various reporting challenges including difficulties acquiring participant numbers and
extremely lofty goals, the consortium succeeded in fulfilling and even surpassing most indicators. The
consortium’s hard work in going after the project goals has most certainly contributed to
Citizenergy’s potential for survival far beyond the project funding period.
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Appendix 1 Overview of activities over the reporting period
START

END

TITLE

PLACE

HOST

MAIN
PARTNER

NATURE

FOCUS

DIRECTLY
REACHED

EVENT
ATTENDANCE

2014-05-29

2014-05-29

Carbon EXPO – Global Carbon
Market Fair & Conference

Cologne,
Germany

World Bank

UNDP

Panel
discussion

International

25

25

2014-10-09

2014-10-09

ManagEnergy networking event

Brussels,
Belgium

Energy Cities

ECN

Presentation

International

70

70

2015-01-20

2015-01-20

E-crowd meeting

Girona,
Spain

Som Energia/Ecrowd

Som
Energia

Stakeholder
meeting

Regional

14

14

2015-02-26

2015-02-26

Mogućnosti primjene
obnovljivih izvora energije 2015

Zagreb,
Croatia

EGE Marketing

UNDP

Presentation

Regional

130

130

2015-04-09

2015-04-09

POWERING UP

Oxford, UK

Ateknea

Presentation

National

200

200

2015-04-22

2015-04-24

Energy Cities Annual
Conference Workshop: Support
local energy transition with
local Crowdfunding

Dept of Energy and
Climate Change &
The OxFutures
initiative

Aberdeen,
Ireland

Energy Cities

Lumo

Workshop

International

110

110

2015-04-24

2015-04-25

ManagEnergy

Brussels,
Belgium

EASME

Eupportunity

Workshop

International

60

60
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2015-04-27

Cro Eco Energy Expo

Varaždin,
Croatia

City of Varaždin

UNDP

Presentation

Regional

20

20

2015-05-07

2015-05-08

REFIP Forum 4.0
Renewable Energy Finance in
Practice

Vienna,
Austria

Global Leading
Conferences

Green
Crowding

Presentation

International

100

100

2015-05-12

2015-05-12

Empowering local authorities
and their communities to guide
local sustainable energy roll-out

Prague,
Czech
Republic

ICLEI

UNDP

Presentation

International

45

45

2015-06-10

2015-06-10

Weather Intelligence for Wind
Energy – WILL4WIND

Šibenik,
Croatia

Croatian
Hydrometeorology
Service; University
of Zagreb

UNDP

Presentation

Regional

100

100

2015-06-17

2015-06-17

EUSEW session 2015

Brussles,
Belgium

The Co-Power
project

Climate
Alliance

Stakeholder
meeting

International

35

35

2015-06-18

2015-06-18

Climate Alliance Working Group
on Finance

Brussels,
Belgium

Climate Alliance

Climate
Alliance

Stakeholder
meeting

International

7

7

2015-06-26

2015-06-26

ECN CrowdCamp

Lisbon,
Portugal

ECN

Boa
Energia

Round table

International

150

150

2015-07-27

2015-07-31

Sustainable Energy Youth
Network Summer School

Šolta,
Croatia

UNDP

UNDP

Academy

International

40

40

2015-09-17

2015-09-18

Zargreb Crowdfunding
Convention

Zagreb,
Croatia

UNDP Croatia /
Brodoto

UNDP

Presentation

National

230

230

2015-04-27
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2015-10-10

2015-10-10

Somero 2015

Gijon,
Spain

Las Indias, an
alternative thinking
collective

Som
Energia

Stakeholder
meeting

International

2015-11-05

2015-11-05

Recrowdfunding

London,
UK

Solar Plaza

Boa
Energia

Stakeholder
meeting

International

109

150

2015-11-19

2015-11-19

Concreta

Porto,
Portugal

APCMC EXPONOR
International Fair of
Porto

Boa
Energia

Exhibition

International

50

2000

2015-11-25

2015-11-25

Medsolar

Barcelona,
Spain

Mediterranean
Solar Forum

Som
Energia

Presentation

International

200

200

2015-12-02

2015-12-02

COP21 EU Forum

Paris,
France

FERADENE

Lumo

Stakeholder
meeting

International

10

100

2015-12-08

2015-12-08

CrowdTuesday CF4CC

Paris,
France

ECN

Lumo

Presentation

Regional

50

50

2015-12-10

2015-12-10

Energy Democracy at Cop21

Paris,
France

Enercoop &
REScoop.EU

Som
Energia

Stakeholder
meeting

International

300

300

2016-03-03

2016-03-04

IRENA conference

Vienna,
Austria

Energy Community

Boa
Energia

Workshop

International

70

70

2016-04-16

2016-04-16

Construction site visit

Courteron
(Aube),
France

Lumo & EVCC

Lumo

Excursion
and
presentation

National

70

70
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2016-04-28

2016-04-28

Covenant of Mayors Webinar:
Crowdfunding for RES

Poitiers,
France

Covenant of
Mayors & SERGIES

Lumo

Webinar

National

60

90

2016-05-18

2016-05-19

Zoom Smart Cities

Lisboa,
Portugal

Smart Cities Event
(CoM)

Boa
Energia

Presentation

International

100

100

2016-05-24

2016-05-24

Crowdcamp

Brussles,
Belgium

ECN

Boa
Energia

Round table

International

25

25

2016-05-26

2016-05-27

Agorada

Brussles,
Belgium

EURADA

EURADA

Stakeholder
meeting

International

100

100

2016-05-30

2016-06-30

Crowdfunding academy

Zagreb,
Croatia

UNDP Croatia &
VERN University
Zagreb

UNDP

Academy

National

60

60

2016-06-17

2016-06-17

Sustainable Energy Week 2016
Opcions finançament en
energia sostenible

Girona,
Spain

Girona Province
Council

Som
Energia

Workshop

International

69

69

2016-09-21

2016-09-21

Launch of Parity

Porto,
Portugal

Boa Energia

Boa
Energia

Presentation
and launch

National

50

50

2016-09-22

2016-09-22

Financing the Paris Agreement:
Harnessing Crowdfunding
Platforms

New York,
USA

UNDP & The New
York Community
Trust

UNDP

Presentation

International

35

35

2016-09-24

2016-09-24

Construction site visit

Saint
Secondin,
France

Lumo & City of St
secondin

Lumo

Excursion &
presentation

Regional

50

50
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2016-09-26

2016-09-28

Climate Chance, Climate Actors
World Summit

Nantes,
France

Nantes Métropole,
CITE

Climate
Alliance

Workshop

International

45

1500

CLER

Lumo

Presentation
+ stand with
info material

National

400

400

2016-09-30

2016-09-30

rencontre TEPOS

Kaysersber
g, France

2016-10-07

2016-10-07

Climate Alliance Conference
Workshop: The power of
Participatory financing

Krems,
Austria

Climate Alliance

Climate
Alliance

Workshop
and stand

International

270

270

2016-10-07

2016-10-08

Fête de l’énergie

Poitiers,
France

Grand Poitiers

Lumo

Stand

National

50

2500

2016-10-20

2016-10-21

REFIP 5.0 - 5th Annual
Renewable Energy Finance in
Practice Forum

Vienna,
Austria

Global Leading
Conferences

Green
Crowding

Presentation

International

70

70

2016-11-09

2016-11-09

The EU direct funding 20142020 and European sources of
information

Mentana,
Italy

Europe Direct
Formez

Active

Presentation

National

20

20

2016-11-11

2016-11-11

Crowdfunding for RES energy at
COP22

Marrakech
, Marocco

UNFCCC

UNDP

Presentation

International

55

15000

2016-11-16

2016-11-17

Public Engagement in Research,
Practice and Policy

Brussels,
Belgium

European Union,
Committee of the
Regions

EURADA

Presentation

International

65

208

2016-11-25

2016-11-25

Calitom visit

Ruffec,
France

SERGIES

Lumo

Presentation

Regional

40

40
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2016-11-30

Cidades Inteligentes - Cidades
do Futuro (Smart Cities – Future
Cities)

Lisbon,
Portugal

Lisboa E-nova

Boa
Energia

Presentation

National

220

220

2016-12-19

2016-12-19

The EU direct funding 20142020 and European sources of
information

Rome,
Italy

Europe Direct
Formez

Active

Presentation

National

60

60

2017-01-18

2017-01-19

Energy Efficiency Finance
Market Place

Brussels,
Belgium

EASME

Climate
Alliance

Stand

International

350

350

2017-01-25

2017-01-25

Assises Européennes pour la
transition énergétique,
Bordeaux

Bordeaux,
France

Ville de Bordeaux,
Ville de Dunkerque,
ADEME

Lumo

Presentation

National

50

3400

2017-02-01

2017-02-01

ENGAGING CITIZENS IN
SUSTAINABLE ENEGERY

Brussels,
Belgium

Active

Active

Session

International

526

60

2016-11-30
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